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Tri-Beta encounters
achievements.
See Honor on page 7

The Official Student Newspaper ofPrairie View A & M University

Media conference creates a
pathway for student careers
By Kandyace Mayberry

Media 2000 Conference:

Advertising Manager

People in different
professions in the media were
on hand for "Media Day 2000:
A Pathway to Media Careers"
held on Thursday.
The conference, sponsored by the Department of
Languages and Communica- fields and at the same time
tions, was held at the Coop- offer answers to questions
erative Extension building.
they may have aboutanythmg
Its purpose was to ex- in the communications field.
-pose students at 'P-rairieView
Th.e confeTencewas an
and other surroundmg col- all-day event and consisted of
leges and universities to eight like Hou, to prepare a
people in their prospective resume and present your-

A Parhway to M"edia Careers

Managing Editor

As ofWed., March 28,
the Mr. Prairie View Pageant
will continue with only one
stipulation. It will consist of
only thrP,e contestants and it
will be somewhat abbreviated.
Contestants, whose
names have not yet been released, will compete in only a
few of the original Mr. Prairie
View Scholarship Pageant
categories.
The men will share
their platform, respond to impromptu questions, entertain

By Donald Kegler
Panther Staff

What is passion?
Passion is described as a strong emotion or enthusiasm for a particular person or object. At the age of 19
Gregory Burks realizes this is how he feels about the game of
basketball.
. . This past season was very enlightening for the Praine View A&M University uprising, star point guard.
Originally from Flint, Mich., the love for the game of
re ulting in his remarltabl talent and

ness, The role of the public

tion.

relations professional and
The first am.endment and

As a Tesu\t of Burks' individual efforts as a collegiate
basketball player, he was chosen as a member of the All
South Western American Conference (SWAC) team. An All
SWAC billing signifies the individual effoTts of outstanding
players and their achievements in their designated spoTts
arena.
Burks said he feels honored to be elected for such
profound recognition, and to experience such admiration
conveys undoubtedly that his hard work has paid off.
The second year point guard believes that determination and commitment to improve his basketball skills was
the deciding factor concerning the well-deserved honor.
The All SWAC recipient also stated that the supporting cast of his teammates also constituted his efforts on the
basketball court and the coaches and their guidance served
as endless encouragement and inspiration.
Burks averaged 18.4 points per game, leading the
SWAC in scoring.
Burks is an individual who realizes that basketball
is a team effort, requiring equal contributions frol!' each
player.
"I am very hard on myself as a basketball player. I
have the ability to realize that improvement in my game is
incumbent. To get comfortable with my present achievements would hinder my full potential as a basketball
player," Burks said.
Burks stated that to be admired by his teammates
and fans means a lot to him.

See Media on page 15

Mr. Prairie View categories abbreviated
the audience with their original talents and go through a
personal private interview.
Judges will rank the contestant in order, and the winner
will be determined by these
guidelines.
Over the lastfewyears
several problems have <\risen
in regard to the Mr. Prairie
View pageant.
During Dean Charles
Lewter's second year as the
executive director of the pageant, winner Eric D. Johnson
was asked to relinquish his
crown.
Johnson, who was
crowned Mr. Prairie View in

Collegiate efforts recognized

,elf' lo pro,pective employ. - , Brf!OAin,intotl,ei,u,i-

Pageant consists of three contestants_
By Sheleah Hughes

Burks chosen All SWAC

April 1998, breached part of
the pageant contract which
states in the requirements of
the Mr. Prairie View A&M
University Scholarship Program Release and Indemnity
Agreement, that the student
who wins the title cannot be
the father ofa child. This stipulation is also part of the contract Miss Prairie View hopefuls must sign.
The 1999-00 pageant
titled "The Odyssey of Men"
brought yet another obstacle.
Winner
Caesar
Barajas became the first nonAfrican American student to

basketball was instiiled into Burks at a veiy young age
te df'aat d
rmina~

See Mr. PV on page 15
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Student takes vow
to education
Sheleah Hughes
Panther Staff'

RAC/Ill PROFILING

Newspaper Staff
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Editorial Board
Santee's Bowers : Editor-in-Chief
Sheleah Hughes : Managing Editor
Kalyn Bullock : News Editor
Ryan McGinty: Sports Editor
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Kandyace Mayberry : Advertising Manager
Felicia Walker : Business Manager
Quincy Higgins : Graphic Designer
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Editorial Policy
The Panther is a publication supported through advertising and student
activity fees. Views expressed within the publication are not necessarily
those shared by Prairie View A&M University or the Texas A&M University Board of Regents.

Submission Policy
for Letters to the Editor

Anyone who reads The Panther can submit a letter to the
editor at P. 0. Box 2876, Prairie View, TX 77446 or in the
Memorial Student Center,room 114. All submissions are
subject to editing and must include the author's name and
telephone number.

VisitThe Panther online by opening the Prairie View A&M University homepage at www.pvamu.edu and clicking onThe Panther link
under Student Activities.

The four years of college are claimed to be the best
years of your life. It 18 within
these four years that you meet
yourclosestfrieiids, worse enemies and learn the valuable
lessons of life.
Many of us have
learned the valuable lessons
of 'turning the other cheek',
and 'treating others the same
way you would like to be
treated' from the experiences
wehavehadhereat"TheHill...
I am sure that many
of us can thank ou,r roommates, the ones we enjoyed
living with and those who we
just couldn't see eye to eye
with, for the opportunities to
learn these important lessons
whether it be through arguments over bread, milk,
washed dishes or stolen
clothes.
As we enrolled into
college, this university
pledged to provide us a quality academic environment as
well as a social environment.
This is possible because they go hand in hand.
Without social activities such
as athletics, CAB, SGA, and
PAN, students would not be
motivated to attend the university.
Although th1:,re is not
a chance that the school would
survive with just these social
activities, it is important to
realize that the academic side
must be backed by support.
Many of us have
rushed to Hobart, the chapel
or other buildings on campus
to ensure that we could attend
our
favorite

organization's event, and the
next day we skipped class in
many of the same buildings
b~causewewerejµst too tired.
·· I mU$t admit that I
have been bit~n by f:b.e social
bug just like everyone us.
But together we must swear
to utilize our time spent matriculating at Prairie View to
the best of our ability.
So all my fellow social-alcoholics who are out
there (you know who you are,
those who know when all the
parties are and attend all of
them and know somebody
who knows somebody who can
get you in free), gather yourselves and repeat after me.
"I (state your name)
pledge my solemn vow to use
Prairie View as a catalyst for
academic experiences.
"I will use every aspect of the institution from
the library to the professors
to fill my brain with valuable
data that will carry me successfully into the professional
world. Once I reach this realm
I will radiate positive impressions that reflect Prairie
View and it.s staff.
"I declare myself a
student who studies, rather
than a student-worker, CAB
member, writer for the Panther, cheerleader, band member, cameraman, or party
goer.
"I must continue to
remind myself each and everyday that I chose to attend
Prairie View for its academics · rather than its bmd ,
football team, housing or
other minor aspect.s."

Correction

In theletter to the editor titled SISS of the March 10 issue of the paper
it states that the Sisters Only seminar was hosted by the Delta's and the
Zeta's instead it was hosted by the AKA's and the Zeta's .
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The call has been made
Our Great-Grandparents knew struggle. We are a people whose land was invaded,
homes raided, kidnapped from the African continent, raped, murdered, enslaved, brutalized,
terrorized, forbidden to read, and forced into a way of living that was not of our own, and forced
to work hundreds of years with no pay.
Our Grandparents knew struggle. We are a people who, after the institution of physical
slavery as our ancestors knew it was eliminated, continued to suffer from attacks by programs
such as COINTELPRO- the counter intelligence program under the FBI which sought to destroy
Afrikan organization efforts with targets including the Black Panther Party and Martin Luther
King Jr.
Our Parents know struggle. And we are people who continue to struggle today. Take
for example some of the actions taken against Black people in the not so distant past: First in
1964, Congress passed a civil rights bill officially banning discrimination in housing, education,
and employment, only to have it vetoed by president George Bush in 1990. Secondly in 1996, an
investigative reporter alleged that the CIA played a major role in the introduction ofpowder and
crack cocaine into the Black community.
Affirmative action is being dismantled and since then, black educational enrollment and
acceptance at corresponding universities has decreased. The list goes on and on.
Reparations for Afrikans (Black People, African-Americans) are past due, and the
National Association of Blacks for Reparations in America, NCOBRA, - an international
coalition of organizations and individuals committed to black people's economic, cultural,
intellectual, political, social, and spiritual empowerment - is dedicated to seeing that Black
people receive reparations.
Reparations can best be described as payment or compensation in the form of money,
land, or materials for damages that one person or a group of people has inflicted on another.
Examples of reparations payments that the United States has paid for their WTongdoings
against people include: $1 billion and 44 million acre ofland to ative Alaskans in 1971, 105
million to the Sioux of South Dakota in 1985, and $1.2 billion to Japanese Americans in 1990.
So why have Afrikans in America, survivors of the enslavement Holocaust, not received
reparations?
.
.
Every year since 1989, Michigan Congressman John Conyers has introduced a bill to
establish a commission to study reparations for African A.meri~ans.
. .
The bill, supported by many mainstream African Amencan orgamza~o?s, has gon~ no
~here while other victims have received redress. In 1952, Germany began givmg reparations
to surrivors of the Holocaust, totaling more than $58 billion. In 1980, ~~ad~ compensated
Japanese-Canadians $230 million for World War II internment and gave its md1genous peoJ?le
land for past grievances.
.
In 1988 the Civil Liberties Acts provided an apology and $20,000 a piece to Japanese
Americans inte~ed during World War II. Five American Indian nations were paid up_ t? $1
billion for stolen land and broken treaties. In 1976, Australia gave its indigenous Abongm?s
nearly 100,000 square miles ofland in compensation for land taken by European settlements m
the 18th and 19th centuries.
Recently, a few Afrikan people have moved forward in struggles fo_r repara~ons. These
people include the Black descendants ofthe surviv~rs ofthe Rosewood, Flonda race nots of1~23,
in which $7 million in reparations was won. Survivors of the 1921 Tulsa, Oklahoma race nots
have yet to receive reparations.
"When the riots began, my friends and I went to get ambulances to both gather_the dead
and save lives. When the white men shot at us, we fled to the railroad and got on a tram. When
we returned, my family's home was gone and the Red Cross built tents for my mother and
grandmother.
.
Those tents remained for more than two years. Insurance chums were tume~ ~oW? and
no one helped to re-build our community. What they did was wrong. fll never forget it, said 97year-old Otis Clark, who was an 18-year-old student at the time the riots occu~ed.
.
These two groups of people represent a small fraction of our total population as Afrikan
people. It is required that we do not sett~e for the _compensation of a few, when we have yet to
receive reparations as a whole, as a Nation of Afrikan people.
. . .
Everday is REPARA.TIONS AWARENE~S DAY, and e~ery~ay ~ereafter, all md1vid~als and organizations on the campus of Prairie View A&MUmvers1ty, m the st~te of_T~, m
the United States, and across the globe are challenged to incorporate the mention, d1scuss1on,
and support of reparations for Afrikan people.
The call has been made. How many of you will answer? NCOBRA meets every Wed. at
5pm in room 104 of the Woolfolk (Political Science) building.
Sincerely
Tony Browne

Excuses stray
many potential
PVAMU students
People always criticize Prairie View A&M University,
PVAMU, for a number of reasons. From sports to academics,
excuses are given to stray prospective students away from
Pantherland.
In a recent discussion with parents about PVAMU's
successors, I came to the realization that I had no argument
against them. I thought to myself this can't be true. Every
school has that one prominent person if not several.
So with this curiosity I did a little research and came
to the conclusion that the school slogan proves ~ be true. I
found that one of our own Panther alumni, Roy G. Perry,
serves as the Vice President of Dell Computer manufacturers
in the country.
Nathelyne A Kennedy who is an entrepreneur in the
field of civil and structural engineers, Lois Moore who is the
former CEO and President of the Harris County Hospital
District, and the current mayor of the city of Prairie View,
William M. Batts III, all attended PVAMU.
Not only are our Panther alumni succeeding in their
fields of study but in the United States Navy one of the few
black men to become Rear Admiral Mr. David L. Brewer holds
the rank. All alumni who have graduated from PVAMU are
defined to me as successful regardless of position or stature in
life. I hope that students will continue to take advantage of the
resources PVAMU has to offer.
If anyone feels the need to talk down on PVAMU, as
true Panthers we sbou1d take pride in our scboo1 and enlighten the -peop1e wbo a,:e ignorant about "PV AM\J.
1ncere1y,
Candace Johnson

Got Ideas
The
Panther
needs editors,
graphic designers,
writers, and
reporters.
For more information, call
(409) 857-2132

Meetings: Tues. @ 5:30 p.m. in the MSC, RM 144A
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Village bringing on new changes for student satisfaction

There's a new sheriff in town
The ladies of the PLACE sweep annual dorm
step-off, Cct,C men receive first place
ceremonies to sew them up.
The C Phi C ladies
Panther Staff
took the stage first, dressed in
green army fatigue, showing
everyone the 90 degree angles
Once again the Zeta the marching storm is known
Gamma Chapter of Alpha for.
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.
The next act was by
hosted its annual Dorm Step the brothers of C Phi C. A sea
Offon March 22, 2000 at 7p.m. of darkness excited the audiin the Memorial Student Cen- ence with an entrance of a
ter.
crew dressed in black and
The energized crowd white under special effect
was guided through the lighting.
night's events by Hgina
The guys took comStringer and Steven Burns.
mand of the stage and melted
Three groups took to the ladies' hearts by throwing
the stage to put the boot down. out pink roses during the perThe competitive acts were the formance.
C Phi C men, C Phi C ladies,
Last but not least,
and The Place ladies.
were The Place ladies dressed
The show opened as cowgirls alerting the crowd
with a pre-comedy routine to watch out " there's a new
from the sorority's funny lady sheriff in town."
of comedy, Nicole "Why
These ladies let the
Come?" Davis, who had the audience know that books
audience in stitches and sent were first while in school and
the master and mistress of everything else follows.
The three acts had the
crowd on its feet from start to
finish.
The men's and the
women's acts were judged
separately, leaving the judges
with a tough decision to make.
The judges consisted
of eight Greek pan hellenic
organizations who were step
masters or a, member of their
organizations step team.

Prairie View University Concert
Chorale in Las Vegas, Nevada

By Jo-Carolyn Goode

Get vour graduate
degree at UH-Clear lake
Consider a master's degree in:
·: · ·
The N~orial.Assoclationf(tr the~ce~ntofColtiredPeopl~Qf#CPfhiC
. ·· ·is apl)r~:m,~j•tbowth~~of~bu.tif.6pUlt)o3e:aftdw~ist(~t;~tilf'''''.".

~\10

~~~:-~a~ae:»~::~t;:-~t:~.~e3()s tn~~M®):Y-~~~•~,JJ.:w:':

, ·· ,.,ori.~

Vi~• A.&M.Univetsit}"a(PVJ\MU) ~ ; Jts pt~etiee],n.'~'PUS '\, -

•Instructional Technology
•Psychology
•Sociology with a concentration in
Criminology
•Computer or Software Engineering
•Management Information Systems
•Weekend MBA
UH-Clear Lake classes are designed for
working adults, with classes offered days,
,evenings and weekends. Research, co-op
ond Internship opportunities are available.
UH-Clear Lake offers more than 40
master's degree programs.

Apply for a New Student Scholarship.
The deadline is June 1 .

Call C281J 283-2520 for a
graduate packeteor visit us on
the web at www.t:LUh.BdU/

admissions.

University

-of Houston
Clear Lake

Before making a decision Klien Forest High
School served as entertainment for the night.
The boys adorned in
slippery wet pants and shiny
blue shirts charged the stage.
An attention getter
introduction with the entrance ofChinese dragons had
the audience going wild.
With their various
formation changes, precision,
and crowd appeal, they wer
a sure fire hit.
The calculations were
complete and the C Phi C
men walked away with first
place. The girls were a totally
different story.
Second place went to
the C Phi C girls, and first
place was awarded to The
Place ladies.
All teams received a
trophy and the winning teams
received monetary awards.

Concert Chorale celebrates at Extravaganza.

Zechary Queen at the Vocal Extravaganza in Black in Las

Vegas EJ.ter winning the male vocalist solo.

confic\.ent
''l'tn inore ,,
-n e"\ferth~--

~/

",

~@

· Cemceros
·
· · dAm en·eorps, he
W hen Justin
Jome
didn't realize he'd be able to help tum around entire
communities. But after building houses, responding to floods,
and i--elping families in tough neighborhoods, he saw real
changes in people's lives, including his own. "AmeriCorps
gave me confidence that I didn't get from college. This year has
prepared me for anything."

AmeriCorps:
Are you up to the challenge?
1-800-942-2677

www.americorps.org/joining

j

"

--.~J
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Brentwood projects provide assistance to Harris County
Mobile clinics deliver medical, health professionals

Gender violence project underway on PVAMU campus
Representatives attend sexual assault and technical program
By Sylvia Cedillo
Special to the Panther

The following information was provided by the Brentwood Community Foundation.
Santee 1s Bowers

AIDS: Cumulative Summary of Houston/Harris Co. Cases

Editor-in-Chief

Diagnosed & Reported Through 6130/99
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The Brentwood Wellness Access Demonstration Project
offers a mobile health clinic employed with qualified medical
and fitness professionals to render healthful aid to underprivileged areas of Houston.
During 1999, the polyclinic furnished assistance to
almost 1 090 persons in Harris County.
Chosen as one ofHUD's Top 100 Projects in the United
States, the Wellness Access Demonstration Project has been
distinguished as "best practice in the field."
·
The Harris County Community Development Department funds the project.
Through Brentwood's community foundation project
We're All In This Together, WAIT!', financial assistance and
supportive services are delivered, along with transitional housing and a food pantry. Project WAIT!' has assisted 1,725
clients.
The average age of the clients ranged from 24 to 55years-old.
The project's intent is to refine assistance, employing a
portable. clinic, all while reducing obstacles that keep clients
from receiving assistance.
The city of Houston Housing Opportunities for Persons
with Aids and Harris County Environmental Services funds
project WAIT!'.
The development corporation is accessible by calling
(713) 852-1452. The community foundation can also be found
on the internet at www.brentwoodfoundation.org.

Four Prairie View A&M
University campus representatives attended a sexual assault and other gender violence technical assistance program sponsored by the California Coalition Against
Sexual Assault (CalCASA) on
the campus of University of
California-Davis.
Those attending included Gender Violence Prevention Director Sylvia
Cedillo; Department of Student Activities and Leadership Director Brian Dickens;
Student Judicial Services Director, Sanderson Woods; and
Student Government Association Vice-President for Student Affairs, Stacy Roberson.
Among other topics,

CalCASA's program addressed how to improve safety
and change campus culture
via mandatory orientation

--Braids,

programs, improved campus
police training, and disciplinary proceedings.
OSAL Director Brian
Dickens said, "The training
was very enlightening and offered us an opportunity to take
a look at gender violence issues that
HBCUshistorically
havenotaddressed."
He
added, "I
believe this
grant program gives
Prairie
View anopportunityto
be a trailblazer for HBCUs across the
country. I am committed to
emphasizing the importance
of student organization par-
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pus and community response
gender violence."
CalCASA's technical to sexual assault, domestic

Honor society
encounters great
achievements
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HEMPSTEAD

341 10th St.
(Across from Dairy Queen)

( 409) 826-6630
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$99
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• Crunch • Punch
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BRENHAM

700 G West Alamo
(Across from Pizza Hut)

If! (409) 251-8884

harassment.
Out of126 applicants,
only 21 college campuses received grants.
Community partners
include the Texas Association
Against Sexual Assault,
Waller County District
Attorney's Office, Waller
County Court at Law
Judge June Jackson,
Houston Area Women's
Center and local law enforcement agencies.
Among other
entities, the University's
coordinated efforts toward ending gender violence encompasses the
directors within the Office of Student and Enrollment Services, all
student organizations, DepartmentofPublic Safety, and
Owens-Franklin Health Center.
Ronald Jones, Vice-

Through our extensive collaborations and partnerships, PVAMU is at the
forefront of making a positive
difference in the lives of students and communities locally, nationally, and globally.
Sylvia Cedillo, an attorney specializing in sexual
harassment and violence in
schools, will direct the new
initiative.
Cedillo is a 1995
graduate of the University of
Texas at Austin Law School
and spent five years litigating
school sexual violence, athletic
equity, student privacy, and
police misconduct cases at the
Texas Civil Rights Project in
Austin.
In addition, Cedillo directed a statewide sexual harassmentand violence prevention initiative that provided
training and technical assistance to schoo\ districts

President foT Student Enro\\-

ment Services, wi\\ ad1nui ter the grant.
According to Jones,
assistance program is for re- violence, stalking, and se.rual
'"This gender violence prevention project enables PVAMU
to address an issue that chalFades and Purple Kool-Aid®
lenges al1 universities-indeed, all of society."

(88)
(1)

lll!POKIED HD& CASES IIJYIIORTAUTY STATUS

eu..

PVAMU opened its first
gender violence prevention
project in February 2000. The

ticipation in the Universitys grant funds enable PVAMU
efforts to prevent all forms of t.o create a coordinated cam-

500

0

cipients of Grants to Combat
Violent Crimes Against
Women on Campuses from the
U.S. Department of Justice's
Violence Against Women Office (VAWO).
With VAWO funding
of$450,000

Tri-Beta students at District Convention.

By Kacey Russell
Special to the Panther
Founded in 1922, Beta Beta Beta
Biological Honor Society(Tri-Beta) has been
on the forefront of promoting scholarship,
scientific research and scientific knowledge
among students.
The Sigma Chi Chapter, located at
Prairie View A&MUniversity (PVAMU), is
the only chapter on the campus of a historically black university.
The chapter has won many awards
such as the Bertholf Award which recognizes the top chapter in the nation. Prairie
View has won this prestigious award four

times, which is the most by any chapter in
the nation.
Promotion of community service
is an important aspect to Tri-Beta. Every
year, Tri-Beta hosts an Organ Donor
Awareness Program where it encourages
people to become organ donors. Another
project conducted by Tri-Beta is the Mentor-Mentee Program, which pairs up an
upperclassman biology major with a freshman biology major.
Other activities hosted byTri-Beta
include: the Waller High School Project,
Adopt-A-Family, and Campus Clean-up.
Tri-Beta has indeed established
itself as a great organization. The Sigma
Chi Chapter continues to prove itself as
the top chapter in the nation by promoting
scholarship and research as well as rendering service to the community.
Tri-Beta's favorite Kool-AJd®: Cherry
Tiu, f•oJMr• wa, addd to ,tv. ncopltltlft to DllutantBlit a,mpou l,ad,r,,
or1'6WJJII""' ...a~- 11w PanJMr IDlldU t111y ltDltfUtlJli<Jff,om
stwlatl1,foo,ltylllfll.,tqffltottoru1fo, tAu mtlon.

throughout the state.
AceaTcl,_.,

to

c.cl'l.\\a,

•PV
isrightwberelwan
to be. The university is poised
to create culturally relevant
training materials and services that can be shared with
other HBCUs to make campuses safer and improve student performance."

VISIT
WALLER HILLSIDE
PLAZA
e 1,2, and 3 Bedroom / l and 2 Bath Apartments
e Access Gates

e Central Heating and Air
e C.Omfortablc and Affordable Living

e Onsitc Day Care
e Playground/ Picnic~
e Dishwashers
e Garbage Disposal
e Ceiling Fans

ASK ABOUT OUR MOVE IN SPECIAL
19610 FM 362
Waller, Texas 77484
(936) 372 ... 9248
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NATIONAL NEWS

Facts on Bush
The state of Texas, under the leadership of Governor George W. Bush, is ranked:

..-.•:•::::::::f~Jrz-=~::=: =:::;::;:;::~~Pt;:;-:..

LOSE 20 POUNDS
IN TWO WEEKS!
Famous U.S. Womens' Alpint Ski Team Diet

~=~;!~s:J

•50th
•49th
•48th
•47th
•42th
•41th
•5th
•1st
•1st
•1st
•1st

BLACK IDSTORY

B.er :capita funding for public health ~\fl
-di:- 1!~:f(
•
•
ti=~=
~ve.:rv of social
services
.,.
Al
GKfid"''i.hpport collections
Yb,r=v:::Jt:,,,.
Pt.r.:::'.i i.,ita spending on public educatio4\
PJtf~~~:if ~ptifHll@,:tion living .!B,, Jl9¥~¥tY:fY
Perq~:f!~:;p f poor wcq:king p,:~nfii without insurance
Percent of children}withdb.t insurance
Air and water poUiitioll.l:!;\
Executions (avera~l;ng
every two weeks)

,6,~
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During the non-snow off season the US Womens' Alpine Ski
Team members used the "Ski Team" diet to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks. That's right - 20 pounds in 14 days! The basis of the diet is
chemical food action and was devised bv a famous Colorado
physician especially for the US Ski Team. Normal energy is
maintained (very important) while reducing. You keep "full" - no
starvation - because the diet is designed that way. It's a diet that is
easy to follow whether you work, travel or stay at home. (For men
too!) ·
· . This is, honestly, a fantastically succesful diet. If it weren't,
the Us ·womens' Alpine Ski Team wouldn't be permitted to use it!
Right? So, give yourself the same break the c.;s Ski team gets. Lose
weight the scientific, proven way. Even if you've tried all the other
diets, you owe it to yourself to try the US Womens' Alpine Ski Team
Diet. That is, if you really do want to lose 20 pounds in hvo weeks.
Order today! Tear this out as a reminder.
Send only $8.95 - add . 50 cents RUSH service to:
MIDWEST ASSOCIATES, 3318 S. Glenstone, Suite 308, Springfield,
MO 65804. Don't order unless you expect to lose 20 pounds in two
weeks! Because that's what the Ski Tea Diet will do.
C
1999

Wholesale to Public
Car Audio

RUB-A-DUB
Self-Service Laundry
Air Conditioned
Open 7 days a week

.

•

7 a.m.-9 p.m.
Last Wash 8:40

Attendan1 on duty!

1102 Lafayette
Hempstead, TX
(409) 826-6014

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY!
We are looking for highly motivated,
INDEPENDENT distributors and BEAUTY
SALONS/RETAIL outlets to sell our new
moisturizing HAND & BODY LOTION with
a REFRESHING FRAGRANCE.

Wash & Fold Service
.60lb./over 35lbs.-.50 lb.

Sony- Kenwood - JVC
Pioneer - Alpine - Autotek
Blaupunkt &More
Pagers
·
Motorola -Philips

Cellular
Phones - Cases - Chargers
Computer
Sales-Repairs-Parts
Save money by calling •••
(979) 826-85S8

Smiley does what's right
in latest book, career
By Perry Kay
Panther Staff

Tavis Smiley, the host
of "BET Tonight with Tavis
Smiley," a one-hour nightly
talk show that reaches 55 million households, has interviewed everyone from Bill
Clinton to Fidel Castro, Bill
Cosby and Pope John Paul II.
In addition, Smiley's
political and social commentaryisheard daily on the "Tom
Joyner Morning Show," a national radio program with a
listnership of 7 million.
Smiley's newsletter has a circulation of three to four million readers.
The author of "Hard
Left and On Air" is one of the
most celebrated newcasters
and commentators in America
Smileyhasanewbook
out called, "Doing What's
Right."
In the book, Smiley in
an impassioned call to arms,
sets forth the tools we can use
to stand up for what we believe in and help transform
our communities, our lives and
our world.
He is not alone in

borhoods are unsafe, our communities are unraveling and
our most basic values-civility.
a sense of justice, integrity
and responsibility-are under
attack from the Oval Office to
the comer office.
But we don't have to

a plan to bring about the
changes they feel necessary,
people can make a difference.
In fact people can
transform the world around
us. Smiley knows where of he
speaks.
It was his lifelong determination to
make a difference
that
helped shape
Smiley's career first as a
member of
former Los
Angeles
Mayor Tom
Bradley's st.aft'
helping
to
fight for the
rights ofSouth
Central resiputupwithaworldgoneawry, dents and later in radio and
television.
claims Smiley.
He has long been
We don't need to play
the blame game. We are not known as a powerful advocate of social and political ishelpless nor victims.
In "Doing What's sues.
Right", Smiley shows how
Through his awardeach and every person can winning nightly television
take up arms against compla- show and radio commentarcency and fight for the causes ies, Smiley has helped to galin which they believe.
vanize public opinion and iniPeople don't have to tiate national grassroots camaccept things as they are. By paignson everything from corchoosing battles that matter porate responsibility to an

The Panther asks, "Do you know who invented every day
things like a mop or the mailbox 7" If not, you may not
know that many things that you use everyday and take
for granted were invented by African-Americans.
mailbox

motor
Fredrick M. Jones
June 27, 1939

Paula L. Downing
October 27, 1891
mop
Thomas W. Stewart
June 11, 1893

record player arm
Joseph Hunter Dickenson
January 8, 1918

--~=r======================::::~--1

,..p_o_in_tm_·_g_o_u_t_th_a_t_o_u_r_n_e_ig_h_-__m_o_st to them, and organizing:__~im=p~r~ov_e_d_v_o_te_r_tu_m_o_u_t_.
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GE- aOOM sntll10

Darla Van Putten-Adams, MD

$305AMONTH
plus $305 deposit
Featura:
• Large closm

• Air conditioning unit
• Large bath wl two showers, sinks
•Adjacent kitchen in common area

Ideal for married students wlo a family

Call 732-214-2761 for FREE samples.

The residents of Victoria, Virginia, know Dr. Darla Van Putten-Adams is a
hero. She brings health to their community and to their lives. What some
of her patients don't know is that she is a member.of~ NHSC t.eam.
Across the United States, there are lots of communities like Victoria. and
many unsung heroes like Dr. Van Putten-Adams.
The NHSC offers opportunity. Students can compete for scholarships
and gain valuable experience. For more than 25 years, the NHS~. has
brought primary care clinicians to the rural and urban commumt1es
that need them.

Being a hero is just the beginning.
•SCREEN PRINTING
•EMBROIDERY
•BANNERS & SIG .
-CUSTOM IMP
.
.MOTIONAL PRODUCTS
•

2302 MAIN
WALLER.TX

409..372-9191

1.~2,.a,29

·•:•:•:.i,c:,-,.
B I-11·S ··-'.•:•.•C-::=·
resh-N-F
Seafood

203 Bremond
Hempstead, TX
(409) 826-3568
Specials: Fries Included
10 Shrimp .................................... $4.99
8 Ch.ickcn Wings .......................... $2.75
6 Shrimp & 4 uggcts................. $3.99
3 pc. Drum Fish ........................... $3.99
2 pc. Catfish Fillcts....................... $3.99

~l.

g,'I'

0

\

t('-o"'t'<-

t'y,J.,

Shades of Beauty Hair Design~S.00
&
&e11, °JY.q_,,$'
Beauty Supply
~ea

If you are considering a career in health care and would..
like to help a community in need, the NHSC has competitive
scholarships and student rotations that can help you reach
your goal.

Mon.: 12:00 p.m.- 5:00 p.m.
Tues.-Wed :: 1~:00 a.m.-~:00 p.m
. .
~ Thurs.-Fn ... 10.00 a.~.-7.00 p.m.

_1

W,ilk -.1,u;

W..ua»tL

Sat.. 8.00 a.m.-3.00p.m .
2500 d{o11p9wtd

J-{,.,.,.

W11lur, 'l:X. 77484
(936) 372-94'>4

Room spau uirie eno11gh to bring ;,, a bed 111,d
living room setup to cnau a one room
apartmnll.

For more info,
call 409-857-3557

Call us at 1-800-221-9393
www.bphc.hrsa.gov/nhsc/

___ __ ..........

tHl NATIC)fr,lAL_ Hl.AlT" SllYIC( (()Q'S
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~
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ENTERTAINMENT & LIFESTYLES

ENTERTAINMENT & LIFESTYLES

Too much 'Drama•, not enou h music
Drama brings little to the table,
but scraps and leftovers
Following the pattern and rap
styles of OMX, Mystikal and Ja Rule,
Drama hits the scene with his new album
Causin' Drama. This release, which comes
via Atlantic Records, includes the smash
hit "Left, Right, Left."
This catchy song is currently
ranked number four on the Down South's
Top Ten singles. And rm pretty sure that
most of us can be caught singing our own
version at one time or another.
For those of you who like to ride
around while listening to tight beats,
Causin' Drama is full of slammin'
instrumentals for you to bang while you're
beatin' down the block. But if you're in
search of the ultimate lyrical genius, keep
looking. Drama could definitelytakeafew
lessons from the Notorious one or 2Pac.
Although it contains 11 tracks nine songs and two interludes to be exact
- the entire CD is less than 36 minutes in
length.

Film buries action packed
script in cast Of bad actors

Ever since 2Pac released "Dear
Mama" a popular trend among R&B and
rap artists is to include a track about the
most important person in their lives -their
mother.
Drama is no exception with his
song entitled "Mama, Mama." I must
admit that after listening to this album in
its entirety, the only person who could
possibly be appreciative of Drama's lyrics
is probably his mother. His flow is weak
and in serious need of a make-over.
My advice to all - dub the good
songs off of the radio. Why pay $13 for
nine songs when you can get it burned for
$7. The album is missing that certain
something that makes a CD good, like
talent. Drama is sure to be a one hit
wonder.

'By

~4Hotl

41,t•11ltll11
Panther Staff

Latest Atlantic Records artist, Drama.

•wow Gospel 2000•

enhances
spirituality through song

Once again Zomba
Records has hit music lovers

with another star CD. It all
started with Wow Gospel
1998, then Wow
Gospel 1999, but
now they have
produced Wow
Gospel 2000.
These double
disc CDs are a
compilation of
contemporary
gospel songs from
various African
American artists
across the country.
After listening to the previ-

'Romeo Must Die' is dead

ous year's CDs, I am 80perAmong these artists,
cent satisfied with it.
Fred Hammond has always
Unlike Wow Gospel been an all-time favorite and
1998, Gospel 2000 does not on the album he performs a
have very many familiar remix of "Jesus is All", from
songs, therefore it is not so his Pages of Life CD.
interesting to listening to in
Hammond is said to
the beginning.
be one of gospel music's most
But, after just taking prolific and profound artists,
the time to sit down and listen andJesus is All clearly proves
to it, it sounded pretty good.
this.
Some of the artists
The rhythm of the
included on the album are: song is one that can attract all
Fred Hammond & Radical for audiences because it has a
Christ, Tri-City Singers, rhythm and blues beat to it.
Hezekiah Walker and The
A song titled "LightLove Fellowship Crusade house," performed by New DiChoir and many more.
rection, shows that this group

is full of energy and introduces
a new flavor to contemporary
gospel music that caught
anyone's attention.
The goal of New Direction' s album is to attract
young people across the world
to help them increase their
faith in God.
By listening to "Lighthouse" music lover's can.truly
uplifted.

'By

K4l1(J& 'Bultoclc
News Editor

After being one of the most anticipated
movies of the year, Romeo Must Di.e. finally hit
the big screen on March 22. Sadly, it proved to
be one of the most overrated movies of the
year. All of the hoopla surrounding this seemed
only good for advertisement.
The cast which stars R&B singer Aaliyah,
Jet Li of Lethal Weapon 4, and DMX was very
poor. OMX, who played the role of a night club
owner named Silky only appeared in two scenes
of the movie. The movie was hyped around his
name, yet his role was limited to a few minutes.
This was also the first time that
Aaliyah would showcase her acting talents to
the world. She showed the world that if she
plans on eating in the future, she better start
on another album because her acting was very
sour.
The only bright spot I could see was
tht.! superb action moves of Jet Li. Li, who
displayed his talents on the movie Lethal
Weapon 4, showed why he is one of the best
martial artists around. As one reporter put it,
"he is a one man Matrix." His high flying kicks
and magical punches are sure to have you
gasping for more, but that's all.
Li tries to get into the urban groove
and show his hip side when trying to dance,
but he succeeds only in making a fool of himself. If it were not for the special effects, I
would proclaim that this movie was the worst
I've ever seen.
The plot takes us to Hong Kong where the
character Han, played by Jet Li, finds out his
brother was killed and seeks revenge for his
death.
Once he reaches Califonia he runs into

2 uestions

1. Ifthere is a state law prohibiting smoking in campus
buildings, who is that smoking by the TV station in
Hilliard Hall?
2. Has Brandy abandoned her dwindling singing
career for a failing acting career?
3. And why is there a Brandy Barbie doll?
4. Is Lil' Darryl coming for Spring Fest?
5. Who's faster: Michael Johnson or University Village
construction workers?
6. Where are they going to put the new ovens in Phase
I and Phase II?
7. Who do you know that is an agriculture major?
8. Why did they pump up DMXinRomeo Must Die and
he's only in it for 20 minutes?
9. Why would you spend big money at Abercrombie &
Fitch on clothes that look as old as your parents?
10. Do people who get tattoos in obscure places wonder
what they will look like when they get old?
11. When will D'Angelo release a new single?
photo courtesy of Warner Brothers, Kharen Hill 12. Why are the same people in the Panther Lounge
daily?
Aaliyah, and it is love at first sight. The only
13. Do they have classes?
problem is that they are both from rival
families and this isn't going to fair too well
with either side.
Throughout the film Li battles for
the love of Aaliyah while trying to figure out
his family problems and put an end to all of
the hate between the two families.
If you like action then this is a must see
movie. However if you're looking for Academy Award preformances, then you better
stop by and see Hurricane on the way out.
I hope Hollywood thinks again before it tries to mix too many non-actors in the
same movie. This was supposed to be a
modem version of Romeo and Juliet, but I
prefer the original.

'By

14. Why don't the Kappas like the KK.ls'?
15. Why is everyone coming out with their own.c\otbin.g
line'?

16. Why does Dr. Berry misdiagnose ev ryone'?
17. Do you have to be a Sigma or a Kappa to work in
Drew Hall?
18. Since they never answer the phone at the police
station and you can't just dial 911 for an emer-

gency, what are you supposed to do?
19. Why doesn't the track team have a field events
coach?
20. What do you think?

,MW♦--

-~--~~~mffl!'!ffl'!l~~

l!,tt,.t:t 'Betty
Panther Staff

Have you ever been chillin' on the yard talking about music with your friends when you suddenly realized that you haven't heard ~ything from
your favorite artist in years? Or maybe you've been in your room flipping channels on the tube when you run across an old episode of Good
Times and wonder where are these people? So, we were wondering if you could help us figure out...

Wt,,a

~

H"lte,,.,J. T....

The Boyz
the rest of Dru Hill
Vanilla Ice
Bruce Leroy and Shogun from The Last Dragon
Paula Abdul
Zhane
ErykahBadu
ABC
KidN Play
Flava Flav
De La Soul
Subway
the cast members of A Different World (i.e. Ron, Gina, Kim, and Mr. Gaines)

Billy Ocean
"Rudy" from The Cosby Show
"Michael" from Good Ti,mes
the little girl from Family Matters
Digable Planets
BBD

If you find any of these missing souls, let us know.

•
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SPORTS NEWS

PVU basketball team ends
season on strong note
The future of Panther basketball looks bright
By Ryan McGinty
Sports Editor

The future looks
bright as men's and women's
basketball teams finished
their season on a positive note.
Even though the win
column did not reflect it this
year, the men's and women's
basketball teams have a very
bright future ahead of them.
Both teams got off to
slow starts early in the season but as the season progressed, they improved to the
point where they made other
teams start concentrating on
them instead of overlooking
them.
The women ended
theiT campaign on a very
strong note. They defeated
Alabama State in the first
round of the SWAC tournament and lost to eventual
champion Alcorn State in a
hard fought second round
game.
In addition, freshman
forward Tanisha Lee was
named to the All-SW AC
rookie team in the process.
The Lady Panthers
return a strong nucleus next
year and look to be a major

force in the race for the SWAC
title.
The success they experienced this year should
lead to a strong recruiting
class that will put the Lady
Panthers over the hump.
Like the women, the
men's season consisted of a
lotofupsanddowns. They got
off to a very slow start but
rebounded nicely during conference play and made some
noise.
The Panther's season
ended in the first round of the
SWAC tournament with a
one-point loss to Southern
University.
The future looks very
bright for the men's team also.
They will lose the inside presence and veteran leadership
of Aron Thompson but will
replace him with 6-8 sophomores Ivan Coulter and
Reginald Walton. Both of
these guys will be counted on
to provide strong inside play
and provide the team with
the inside muscle needed to
win games.
Freshman 6-10 center Roderick Riley started off
raw early on in the season,
but as it progressed, he became the inside presence the

Panthers hoped for when he
arrived on campus. The development of Riley will ease
the loss ofThompson significantly.
If the Panthers can
recruit a few more big and
tall bodies to complement
Riley, it will become interesting.
The backcourt of the
Panthers should become the
team's· strong point next
year. First tea.in all-SWAC
guard Greg Burks will returnalongwith starter Sadat
Montgomery along with key
reserves Xavier Lee and
Kevin Jones.
An experienced
backcourtwill be the key for
the team next season. Another strong recruiting class
and the arrival of several
key transfers should put the
Panthers in the same position as the 1998 championship team.
The 2000-2001 season should become the year
ofthe Panther for both men's
and women's teams, which
will have the experience necessary to position themselves
for a SWAC title. They
should start sizing up their
ring sizes right now.

Spring sports update .
By Ryan McGinty and
Lance Berry
Panther Staff
This past weekend,
Panther athletic teams took
on top flight competition and
represented themselves well.
The men's and
women's track team participated in the annual Texas
Southern relays, which features top track athletes from
all around the country.
The men's track team
fared very well last weekend
and placed in several events.
Team members who
placed in the top three of their
events were Conor Marsh
(5,000meterrun),RonNelson
(high jump), Antwan
McKinney (shot put), Tony
Austin (triple jump), David
Ward (discus) and Donte
Gates (discus).

The men's 4x800
meter relay team placed third
in its race while the men's 800
meter sprint medley team
placed third in its race. The
men's distance medley team
also placed third in its event.
The top performers for
the women's team were Ashley
Thompson (long and triple
jump), Charmaine Gibson
(shot put, javelin and discus)
and Nicole Cottmon (hurdles).
In addition, the women's
4x100 meter relay team and
4x200 meter relay team placed
fifth and fourth in their heats
respectively.
Also last weekend, the
men's baseball team dropped
four conference games against
Southern University.
The losses dropped
Prairie View to 4-10 in the
SWAC's Western Division.

Hometown:
Oklahoma City, OK
Fantasy Dinner:
Denzel Washington
Althea Gibson
Pete Sampras
Favorite Movie:
Neverending Story
Favorite Food:
Popcorn
"He who has spiritual strength has physical
strength in hardships and emotional strength
in relationships" - Roberson

Major:
Sociology

Con~atulations
Gre
1st Tea

NAME_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY_ _ _ _ _ _STATE.___ ZIP_ __

PHONE#(

)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

$10 SEMESTER

O

or $15 SCHOOL YEAR

□

... TO KEEP YOU UPDATED ON WHAT'S
HAPPENING ON "THE HILL"
P.O. BOX 2876, PRAIRIE VIEW, TX 77446
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In Brief
Pageant set for mid-April
Prairie View, Texas
Amber Rhnee Farmer,
Aurysia Blanks, Kimberly
Pierson, Tierashia Manual,
Enzyka Payton and Jennifer
Rollins will all vie for the distinguished title ofMiss Prairie
View A&M University 20002001 on Wed, April 12, in the
William "Billy" J . Nicks
Fieldhouse.
The Scholarship Pageant will allow participants to

showcase their talents, choice
of formal and swimwear as
well as answer traditional
impromptu questions.
Letrice Dickerson,
Lance Berry and Tiffany
Woods will guide the audience through the ' Celestial
Fantasy'.
All students and faculty are welcome to attend.
The cost is $2 and the event is
sponsored by of the Office of
Student Activities and Leadership.

BSM hits the road

MON

*Apr. 3 &0 "Political Seminar" - H. Science, 6:30pm
CDE "Reasons To Dance" - Recital Hall, 7:30pm
*Apr. 10 r<l>~ Panel Discussion - Chapel, 5pm

TUES

*Apr.4

Erl Web Design Seminar - Eng. Complex 6pm
CAB Movie Night "The Best Man"-Recital Hall 7pm
*Apr.11 SGA general meeting - Administrative. Aud. 7pm

WED

*Apr.S LU:0 "Greek Olympics" - Blackshear 6pm
krP "Looking Like A Lady" - Chapel 7pm
*Apr. 12 Miss Prairie View Scholarship Pageant - Dome 8pm

THUR

*Apr. 6 Club Flava Fashion Show - Ballroom 5pm
*Apr. 13 <l>Bk "How to Interview"- Public Events - 7:14pm
ISO "Too Hot to Handle" - Ballroom - 9pm
SG~ Elections - Alumni
*Mar. 31 k Rhomeo"Rated PJ" - W . Wing Alumni 9:24pm

PV Rela s
Blackshear Field

Prairie View, Texas

The retreat which
unites collegiate choirs from
The Baptist Student across the country will begin
Movement of Prairie View Thurs., March 30 and end
A.&M Univeroity will attend Sun, April 2.
PV AMU's choir rethe annual Baptist Student
c111'1.ved ~d l)\a.ce m \a.st year's
"'\Jn\an "\.\.11>\."T11>a\. \n A..\.\ant.a
Georgia.
' competition.

.
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Media from page 1

Burks from page 1

Panel members for
the seminars included employees of the Houston
Chron~cle, Sykes Communications, KTRK and KHTV
television stations, both in
Houston and KXXV in Waco.
There was also a seminar about college radio that
included both Texas Southern University and Prairie
View A&MUniversitypersonalities.
The guest speaker for
the luncheon was Clarence
Waldron, feature editor for
JET Magazine in Chicago.

He said the encouragement inspires him.
For instance, in a
tournament in Hawaii,
PVAMU's men team did very
well, resulting in a victory
over Tennessee State.
·
Afterthegame,Burks
received a standing ovation
from the crowd.
Due to his hard work
ethic, he said he embraces
admiration wholeheartedly.
Burks said he is concerned with team improvement also as opposed to simply individualism.

Pan-ther
Comics

The native of Michigan expressed with emphasis
the importance of teamwork.
"Individual achievements are impressive, but the
ultimate goal is for the team
towintheSWAC,"Burkssaid.
Burks has had many
favorable achievements, realizing that he is first a student,
then an athlete. With the guidance and supportofhis father,
he is able to balance all of his
endeavors.
Being the competitor
that he is, Burks is ready to
begin the next season.
With the addition of
two more players, Burks said

HOCUS-FOCUS

BY

HENRY IOLTINOFF

the PVAMU men's team
should have a good opportunity to claim the SWAC championship.

Mr. PV from page 1
represent Prairie View A&M,
and many alumni and students were concerned that this
would cause a problem. It did
not and Barajas remained a
favorable choice.
Just over a month before the event there was no
one to take the throne from
Wayne D. Johnson II, Mr.
PVAMU 1998-99, who received the crown from Eric D.

Johnson earlier that year.
Controversy has
taunted this year's pageant
due to new rules and guidelines which clouded the minds
of interested applit;ants who
were not exactly sure if the
requirements included a 3.0
grade point average.
Also the pageant was
originally scheduled for March
23, but due to a lack of interested candidates a new date
has yet to be set.
Before the final contestants were added, pageant
producers had considered adding the contestant's names to
a SGA ballot.
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*April 10.'¥<1> "Meet the Canidates" - Owens Road 1:30pm
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. SCHOLARSHIP AND INTERNSHIP INFORMATION

The Piggy Bank
National Institute of
Health (NIH): The NIH is
the nation's premiere biomedical research institution
that offers an innovative program to support career development.
The undergraduate
scholarship program for individuals from disadvantaged
backgrounds is available for
students committed to pursuing careers in health research or biomedical research.
Applicants must be
U.S. citizens and have a GPA
of 3.5 or higher. An economic
need must be established. For
each year of scholarship, the
student mustfulfill a 10-week
paid summer internship at
the NIH laboratories. One
year offull-time employment
is also required.
For more information
contact Alfred C. Johnson,

Ph.D., Director of Under- Women' s Foundation,
graduate Scholarship Pro- 2012 Massachusetts
gram, or Marc S. Horowitz, Ave., NW, Washington,
Director of Office of Loan Re- D.C., 20036. (202) 293payment and Scholarship at 1200 www.bpwusa.or~
(800)
528-7689
or DEADLINE: April15
acj oh ns on@nih.gov,
mhorowitz@nih.gov.
Texas State Scholarship Program for EthDEADLINE; April 28,
nic Recruitment: To
improve minority enrollThe Business and Profes- ment at all state supsional Women's Founda- ported schools, the
tion: Applicants must be Texas Higher Educa25-years- old and planning to tion Coordinating Board
enrolling in an accredited col- is offering scholarships.
lege or university. These reApplicants
cipients must be willing to must be undergraduate
use their advanced training Texas residents.
to enter a new career field or
For more inforfor future career advance- mation contact: Director of
ment. Awards range from Scholarships, Texas Higher
$500-$2000 based on eco- Education Coordinating
nomic need.
Board, PO Box 12788, Capital
For more information contact Station, Austin, TX 78711.
Business and Professional DEADLINE: unavailable
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Other internship opportunities
can be found at:
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Keitrick Williams
Panther Staff

If I remember correctly most of the students on
this campus don't have a job,
so why is the University Village raising all the prices?
I truly understand the
concept of inflation, but like
Black Rob would say WHOA!
To reside here you
must be a full-time employee
as well as a full-time student
to live on campus. So basically
we need to workjust to pay for
housing, right?
And from what I understand within the next fiveyears there basically will not
be any dorms, so I will have
no other alternatives from the
Village.
I'm better off living in
Wall er or Hempstead. There I
can pay once a month and I
won't have to worry about the
rising costs.
U \he '\)nceg do b.a'\)-

pen to rise, well basically I can
just move. It looks to me as if
the American Campus, the
mother company of the University Village, University
Village North and the yet to
be introduced 'freshmen only'
University College has this
campus sewed up.
They have us in a
place that we cannot get out of
regardless. If we like the
luxury of walking to class,
alumini, PV Suds and all other

campus attractions, then we
might as welljust pay the $150
deposit and grab an extra summer job to help pay the inflated costs.
Why are
we getting treated
differently from
other campuses? I.
have heard that
there is housing
similar to Prairie
View's University
Village at UT Arlington and they
have the works.
They have
everything:
a
swimming pool, a
volleyball court
and a basketball
court.
Where is
our volleyball
court anyway?
Does anyone play
games? We don't
have a pool and I
bet we have rocks

build Phase III and I'm not
surprised that they are falling down.
Ihaveheardthatthey
built Phase I and
Phase II faster
than that, and it is
falling apart as we
speak.
Last
week I passed by a
room that was
missing a door.
Then I was tackled by a gang of
roaches. It may
have been because
_ they-1iad just exterminated. But
probably not because they probably didn't make
it that far.
A
bedroom door is
falling apart when
one of my friends
knocks onit, closet
doors are coming
off their hinges
when I push them,
ments are falling apart any- and my sink just got fixed last
way. The contractors are not week. It's not looking good at
taking their time, instead they all.
are throwing them up.
I would like to know
It took the builder why they are talking about
approximately six weeks to putting stoves into the kitchI need to talk to the
head man because they have
lost their minds with these
outrageous prices. The apart-

"Then I was

tackled by a gang
ofroaches. "
-Keitric!? Williams

Are other
universities paying between
$300 and $450 a month on
their campus? Or are they
paying less? Is it more, but
they receive more options? Do
they worry about rats having
parties in their room while
they are gone? Do they see
roaches wheu ihey cut the
lights on? Do their maintenance men fill maintenance
requests whenever they that
it is absolutely necessary?

ARE YOUR CLASS NOTES ONLINE?
FREE LECTURE NO~@
WWW.VEBSITY.COM
ACCT-333
ARTS-1203
BIOL-1113
COMP-1013
CPET-1023
ELEG-11043
ELET-1143
ENGL-1123
ENGL-1143

HIST-1313
PHSC-1123
PHYS-2023
POSC-1113
POSC-1123
PSYC-1113
PSYC-2413
SOCG-1013
SPCH-1003
ENGL-2153

givhi.;

enette and
us a meal
plan at the same time? Think
about it, if we have a full
kitchen why would we want to
go to "Slumni?" We can cook or
have someone else cook for us
to prevent a waste of money
that we don't have.
Most of the time students going to "Jack in the
Crack" because they want
something good, not something
hard to swallow or hard to
decipher.
We need to have a
meeting and talk to each other.
Last year we hsd those nice
sized cups in AJumni, now we
walk around ·w.ith these kids
cups taking two or three trips
to quench our .thirst.
Isn't our money green
like their money or is it because of the high percentage
of melanin in our skin?
It shouldn't even be an
issue of the color of our skin.
I think whoever is in
control needs to come out now
and tell us why everything is
going up, and not hide behind
the President of the school or a
sheet of recycled paper like a
punk.
The village needs to
be real with us and stop having us run around in circles.

What careers can you pursue at Northwestern Health Sciences University?

Chiropractic • Integrative heahh and wellness • Acupuncture • Oriental medicine • Therapeutic massage
Northwestern Health Sciences University provides the widest range of choices
in natural health care in the United States.
The foundation of the University is
Northwestern College of Chiropractic,
which has earned an international
reputation in 58 years as a pioneer in
chiropractic education, patient care and
scientific research. The individual attention
and access to educational resources our

students receive helps them excel in
preparing to practice as outstanding
health care practitioners. Combined with
our pioneering clinical education programs
and our assistance in job placement,
Northwestern provides a superb
educational experience.

NORTHWESTERN
HEALT H SCIENCES
UNIVERS ITY

Minneapolis, Minnesota
For a personal visit or
more information, call
1-800-888-4 777.
Or go virtual at

www.nwhealth.edu.

